myExtension to My Vita
Crosswalk Guide Sheet

Faculty events created in myExtension with session dates occurring between 1/1/2017 and 12/31/2017 will be crosswalked to My Vita in January 2018. This document demonstrates where the information entered in myExtension > MY DATA > My Events > My Event Information – Events and Reporting will be crosswalked to My Vita > Activities > Continuing Education (delivered to external audience) and Extension Teaching, Activities > Community Engagement, Broader Impacts, and Outreach, Activities > Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities and Activities > Other Teaching Activities.

Every event will be crosswalked to My Vita for each team member of the event who is a faculty member. There will be one entry per semester for each event for the all of the sessions that fall within the semester. Each event for a program in myExtension translates to a section for that same program in My Vita.

Example A: In myExtension Faculty Andy has six Events reported for Focus on Kids for dates 1/1/2017 – 12/31/2017, these events will cross walk to My Vita as six Sections of Focus on Kids.

Example B: In myExtension Faculty Bob has one Event reported for focus on Kids for dates 1/1/2017 – 12/31/2017, this event will cross walk to My Vita as one section for Focus on Kids.

The majority of events from myExtension will be crosswalked to My Vita > Activities > Continuing Education (delivered to external audience) and Extension Teaching. The contact method faculty selected when reporting the event session is what determines where the event session is crosswalked from myExtension to My Vita. Events with multiple sessions with multiple types of contact methods might have an entry in Continuing Education (delivered to external audience) and Extension Teaching, an entry in Community Engagement, Broader Impacts, and Outreach, an entry in Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities and an entry in Other Teaching Activities.

The ISE data for faculty for ISEs that were held between 1/1/2017 and 12/31/2017 will be crosswalked to My Vita > Activities > Service to Your Profession > Professional Development and Continuing Education (as a participant).

For answers to questions about the myExtension to My Vita crosswalk please contact Paula Hudson at hudsonp@missouri.edu or 573-882-7260.
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Continuing Education (delivered to external audience) and Extension Teaching
Crosswalk criteria from myExtension> MY DATA> My Events> My Event Information – Events and Reporting to My Vita> Activities> Continuing Education (delivered to external audience) and Extension Teaching, Activities> Community Engagement

Event programs to be cross-walked: All named programs in all program areas.

Event session dates to be cross-walked: 01/01/2017 – 12/31/2017

Event session reporting status: Reported

Event session reported demographic method: All

Event session reported contact methods to crosswalk to My Vita> Activities> Continuing Education (delivered to external audience) and Extension Teaching, Activities> Community Engagement:

- 4-H direct contact
- 4-H indirect contact
- Afterschool program
- County fair – related to a specific program
- Festival – Water festival, Garden tours
- Health fair – where curriculum is taught in classroom or there is direct teaching.
- One on one
- Presentation at seminar/convention
- School enrichment direct contact
- School enrichment indirect contact
- Small group
- Walk in
- Web interactive instruction
- Workshop

Event session reported participants: All participants for reported sessions where the reported contact method meets the criteria for Continuing Education (delivered to external audience) and Extension Teaching, Activities> Community Engagement.

How the information will be cross-walked
Events with multiple contact methods will have multiple entries.
A Course Information
This is an image from My Vita of the data entry screen from My Vita> Activities> Continuing Education (delivered to external audience) and Extension Teaching, Activities> Community Engagement

Start Semester: The Start Semester will be determined by the begin date of earliest session reported with a matching contact method of the event.

End Semester: The End Semester will be determined by the end date of the latest session reported with a matching contact method that occurs on or before 12/31/2017. If there are, any sessions that occur after 12/31/2017 those sessions will be cross-walked in the next MY Vita crosswalk.

Title of Course: The program name of the events linked program from myExtension will be uploaded to Title of Course.

Conference/Event Name: The Event Name from Event Details will be uploaded to Conference/Event Name.

Sponsor: The event partners from Event Details will be uploaded to Sponsor.

Other faculty co-teachers: The event team members who are faculty will be uploaded to Other faculty co-teachers.

Target audience: At this time, we will not be uploading any data to this field.

Course description: The event description from Event Details will be uploaded to Course description. If event description is blank then the events linked program, program short description will be uploaded. If the linked program, program short description is blank then the events linked program, program description will be upload. In addition to the event description, the number of sessions, session dates, and distinct event county(s) will be uploaded to Course description.

Grant Funding: Grant Title (if applicable): At this time, we will not be uploading any data to this field.
Grant Funding: Grant Number (if applicable): At this time, we will not be uploading any data to this field.

**B Activity Classifications**

This is an image from My Vita of the data entry screen from My Vita> Activities> Continuing Education (delivered to external audience) and Extension Teaching, Activities> Community Engagement

![Activity Classifications](image)

Role Presenter/Operator (check all that apply): Presenter will be selected for all events.

Total development hours: At this time, we will not be uploading any data to this field.

Total instruction hours: The session begin time and end time for each of the sessions will be totaled together to calculate the Total instruction hours. If the event sessions do not have a session begin time and end time entered then the event linked program contact hours will be uploaded to Total instruction hours.

Offered for CE credit: At this time, this field will be set to no. If you are currently reporting events in myExtension that CE units are being offered please contact Paula Hudson.

Number of Adults: The combined total of reported adults for all of the event sessions being cross-walked will be uploaded to Number of Adults.

Number of Youths: The combined total of reported youth for all of the event sessions being cross-walked will be uploaded to Number of Youths.

Audience Total: The combined total of reported adults and youth for all of the event sessions being cross-walked will be uploaded to Audience Total.

Geographic Scope: The Geographic Scope will be determined by the participant location. If the participants for all of the sessions were from one county or area then the Geographic Scope will be set to local. If the participants for all of the sessions were from more than one county or area then the Geographic Scope will be set to State. If there are participants reported in any of the sessions from a neighboring state the Geographic Scope will be set to Region.

Source of Data: The Source of Data will be myExtension or something similar.
Community Engagement, Broader Impacts, and Outreach
Crosswalk criteria from myExtension> MY DATA> My Events> My Event Information – Events and Reporting to My Vita> Activities> Community Engagement, Broader Impacts, and Outreach

Event programs to be cross-walked: All named programs in all program areas.

Event session dates to be cross-walked: 01/01/2017 – 12/31/2017

Event session reporting status: Reported

Event session reported demographic method: All

Event session reported contact methods for Community Engagement, Broader Impacts, and Outreach:
   Committee/board meeting direct contact
   Committee/board meeting indirect contact
   Council meeting
   County fair
   CPD office operations
   CPD resource and program management
   Displays
   Festival
   Health fair
   Impact data follow-up entry
   Specialist formed committee
   State fair
   Town hall/community meeting

Event session reported participants: All participants for reported sessions where the reported contact method meets the criteria for Community Engagement, Broader Impacts, and Outreach.

How the information will be cross-walked
Events with multiple contact methods will have multiple entries.
A General Information
This is an image from My Vita of the data entry screen from My Vita> General Information> Community Engagement, Broader Impacts, and Outreach

Start Semester: The Start Semester will be determined by the begin date of earliest session reported during the evaluation period with a matching contact method of the event.

End Semester: The End Semester will be determined by the end date of the latest session reported with a matching contact method that occurs on or before 12/31/2017. If there are, any sessions that occur after 12/31/2017 those sessions will be cross-walked in the next MY Vita crosswalk.

Title of Event or Project*: The Event Name from Event Details will be uploaded to Title of Event or Project*.

Date: The date of the earliest reported session during the evaluation period from Event Sessions will be uploaded to date.

Location/Venue: The distinct Event Counties from Event Sessions for all of the reported event sessions will be uploaded to Location/Venue.

Organization: The event partners from Event Details will be uploaded to Organization.

Community Contact(s) for Activity: The event team members who are faculty from Event Team will be uploaded to Community Contact(s) for Activity.
Hours per Month: The reported sessions from Event sessions will be grouped by month by session begin date and end date, then the session begin time and end time for each of the months will be totaled together, then we will average the number of hours per month for the reported event sessions. The average hours per month will be uploaded to Hours per Month.

If the event sessions do not have a session begin time and end time entered then the event linked program contact hours will be divided by the number of calculated months, the calculated average hours will be uploaded to Hours per Month.

Number of Months: The number of months will be calculated from Event Sessions.

Role: The distinct role(s) from Event Team for the uploaded faculty will be uploaded to Role. Roles uploaded will be Team Leader and Team Member.

Description: The event description from Event Details will be uploaded to Description. If event description is blank then the events linked program, program short description will be uploaded. If the linked program, program short description is blank then the events linked program, program description will be upload. When the event has multiple sessions in addition to the event description, the number of sessions, and session dates, will be uploaded to Description.

Number of Participants: The combined total of reported adults and youth from Reporting for all of the event sessions will be uploaded to Number of Participants.

Grant Funding: Grant Title (if applicable): At this time, we will not be uploading any data to this field.

Grant Funding: Grant Number (if applicable): At this time, we will not be uploading any data to this field.
B Activity Classifications
This is an image from My Vita of the data entry screen from My Vita> Activities> Community Engagement, Broader Impacts, and Outreach

Activity Type: Higher Education Outreach: Higher Education Outreach will be set to Not applicable.

Activity Type: K-12 Outreach: K-12 Outreach will be set to Not applicable.

Activity Type: Public Outreach: Public Outreach will be set to Other.

Activity Type: Underrepresented Groups: Underrepresented Groups set to Not applicable.

Subject Covered: Subject Covered will be set to Other.

Geographic Scope: The Geographic Scope will be determined by the participant location. If the participants for all of the sessions were from one county or area then the Geographic Scope will be set to local. If the participants for all of the sessions were from more than one county or area then the Geographic Scope will be set to State. If there are participants reported in any of the sessions from a neighboring state the Geographic Scope will be set to Region.

Status of Participants: The status of participants will be set to General Public.

Estimated number of participants from underrepresented groups: The combined total of reported adults and youth for all of the event sessions from underrepresented groups will be uploaded.

Describe Impact of Activity: The Short Term Learning from Event Summary for the reported event will be uploaded.

Evaluation and Testimonials (Upload documents in Attachments section below): At this time we will not be entering data in this field.

Source of Data: The Source of Data will be myExtension or something similar.
Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities - Input Method Creative Work and Production

Crosswalk criteria from myExtension > MY DATA > My Events > My Event Information – Events and Reporting to My Vita > Activities > Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities – Creative Work and Production.

Event programs to be cross-walked: All named programs in all program areas.

Event session dates to be cross-walked: 01/01/2017 – 12/31/2017

Event session reporting status: Reported

Event session reported demographic method: All

Event session reported contact methods for Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities – Creative Work and Production:
- Radio ad
- Radio interview or talk show
- TV ad
- TV interview or TV program

Event session reported participants: All participants for reported sessions where the reported contact method meets the criteria for Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities – Creative Work and Production.

How the information will be cross-walked
Events with multiple contact methods will have multiple entries.

Input method: The input method will be defined Creative Work and Production.
A Input Form – Creative Work and Production
This is an image from My Vita of the data entry screen from My Vita> Activities> Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities.

Status: Will be set to Completed / Published

For: For is the semester. The semester be will be determined by the end date of the latest session reported in the evaluation period with a matching contact method for the event.

Title: The Event Name from Event Details will be uploaded to Title.

Date: The begin date of the earliest reported session from Event Sessions will be uploaded to Date.

Start Date: The Start Date will be determined by the begin date of the earliest session reported in the evaluation period with a matching contact method for the event. The session begin date will be uploaded to Start Date.

End Date: The End Date will be determined by the end date of the latest session reported with a matching contact method that occurs on or before 12/31/2017. The session end date will be uploaded to End date. If there are, any sessions that occur after 12/31/2017 those sessions will be cross-walked in the next MY Vita crosswalk.

Outlet/Venue: The reported media outlets used for all of the reported event sessions will be uploaded to Outlet/Venue.

Location: The distinct Event Counties from Event Sessions for all of the reported event sessions will be uploaded to Location.

Sponsoring Organization: The event partners from Event Details will be uploaded to Sponsoring Organization.

Publisher/Label: At this time, we will not be uploading any data to this field.
Co-creator: The event team members who are faculty from Event Team will be uploaded to Co-creator.

**URL, Description, Citation – Creative Work and Production**
This is an image from My Vita of the data entry screen from My Vita> Activities> Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities.

URL: At this time, we will not be uploading data to this field.

Include description in output citation: This field will be set to true.

Description: Description: The event description from Event Details will be uploaded to Description. If event description is blank then the events linked program, program short description will be uploaded. If the linked program, program short description is blank then the events linked program, program description will be upload. Following the event description, the media contact notes from Reporting will be uploaded.

Citation Preview: At this time, we will not be uploading data to this section.
B Activity Classification – Creative Work and Production
This is an image from My Vita of the data entry screen from My Vita> Activities> Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities.

Peer Reviewed / Juried: The Peer Reviewed/Juried field will be set to no.

Peer Review Type: At this time, we will not be uploading data to this field.

Funding Type: At this time, we will not be uploading data to this field.

Funding Agency and Grant Number (If Applicable): At this time, we will not be uploading data to this field.

Creative Work and Production Type: The Creative Work and Production Type will be set to Movie/Film/Documentary/TV/Radio.

Faculty Role: Faculty role will be set to Writer.

URL(s) of Reviews and Press Coverage (or upload documents in section C): At this time, we will not be uploading data to this field.

Honors / Awards / Recognition Received: At this time, we will not be uploading data to this field.

Reviews and Press Coverage of Work: The reported Media Outlets Used, from Reporting will be uploaded.

Honors / Awards / Recognition Received: At this time, we will not be uploading data to this field.

Times Cited: The total number of sessions uploaded to this entry will be recorded as the Times Cited.

Source of Data: The Source of Data will be myExtension or something similar.
**Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities – Input Method Article**

Crosswalk criteria from myExtension> MY DATA> My Events> My Event Information – Events and Reporting to My Vita> Activities> Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities - Article.

**Event programs to be cross-walked:** All named programs in all program areas.

**Event session dates to be cross-walked:** 01/01/2017 – 12/31/2017

**Event session reporting status:** Reported

**Event session reported demographic method:** All

**Event session reported contact methods – input method for Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities - Article:**

- Mailings
- Marketing via multiple media outlets
- Newsletters
- Newspaper ad
- Newspaper article
- Public service announcement
- Web article or newsletter
- Web FAQ

**Event session reported participants:** All participants for reported sessions where the reported contact method meets the criteria for Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities – Article.

**How the information will be cross-walked**

Events with multiple contact methods will have multiple entries.

**Input method:** The input method will be defined as Article
**A Input Form - Article**

This is an image from My Vita of the data entry screen from My Vita> Activities> Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities.

Status: Will be set to Completed / Published.

For: For is the semester. The semester be will be determined by the end date of the latest session reported in the evaluation period with a matching contact method for the event.

Title: The Event Name from Event Details will be uploaded to Title.

Year: The year will be determined by the year of the end date of the latest session reported with a matching contact method for the event.

Journal: At this time, data will not be uploaded to this field.

Volume: At this time, data will not be uploaded to this field.

Issue: At this time, data will not be uploaded to this field.

Date: The begin date of the earliest reported session from Event Sessions will be uploaded to Date.

Pages: At this time, data will not be uploaded to this field.

DOI: At this time, data will not be uploaded to this field.

PMID: At this time, data will not be uploaded to this field.

PMCID: At this time, data will not be uploaded to this field.

ISSN: At this time, data will not be uploaded to this field.

Coauthors: The event team members who are faculty from Event Team will be uploaded to Coauthors.
URL, Description, Citation – Article
This is an image from My Vita of the data entry screen from My Vita> Activities> Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities.

URL: At this time, we will not be uploading data to this field.

Include description in output citation: This field will be set to true

Description: Description: The event description from Event Details will be uploaded to Description. If event description is blank then the events linked program, program short description will be uploaded. If the linked program, program short description is blank then the events linked program, program description will be upload. Following Description, the event session dates and session event county(s) from Event Sessions will be uploaded. Following the event session data the counties reached and total participants reached from Reporting will be uploaded to the description field.

Citation Preview: At this time, we will not be uploading data to this section.
B Activity Classifications – Article
This is an image from My Vita of the data entry screen from My Vita> Activities> Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities.

Peer Reviewed / Juried: The Peer Reviewed/Juried field will be set to no.

Peer Review Type: At this time, we will not be uploading data to this field.

Funding Type: At this time, we will not be uploading data to this field.

Funding Agency and Grant Number (If Applicable): At this time, we will not be uploading data to this field.

Publication Type: Publication Type will be determined by the reported session contact method. If an event has multiple contact methods, the event will have multiple entries.

- Mailings - Other
- Marketing via multiple media outlets - Other
- Newsletters - Newsletter
- Newspaper ad – Newspaper / News
- Newspaper article – Newspaper / News
- Public service announcement Other
- Web article or newsletter – Journal – Web / Blog
- Web FAQ – Journal – Web / Blog

Article Type: Article Type will be set to Article.

Language: Language will be set to English.
Geographic Scope: The Geographic Scope will be determined by the participant location. If the participants for all of the sessions were from one county or area then the Geographic Scope will be set to local. If the participants for all of the sessions were from more than one county or area then the Geographic Scope will be set to State. If there are participants reported in any of the sessions from a neighboring state the Geographic Scope will be set to Region.

Faculty Role: Faculty role will be set to Lead / Corresponding Author.

Reviews and Press Coverage of Work: The reported Media Outlets Used, for all of the reported sessions with a matching contact type from Reporting will be uploaded.

Honors / Awards / Recognition Received: At this time, we will not be uploading data to this field.

Description of Intellectual Contribution / Role: At this time, we will not be uploading data to this field.

Times Cited: The total number of sessions reported will be uploaded as the number of Times Cited.

Source of Data: The Source of Data will be myExtension or something similar.
Other Teaching Activities
Crosswalk criteria from myExtension> MY DATA> My Events> My Event Information – Events and Reporting to My Vita> Activities> Other Teaching Activities.

Event programs to be cross-walked: All named programs in all program areas.

Event session dates to be cross-walked: 01/01/2017 – 12/31/2017

Event session reporting status: Reported

Event session reported demographic method: All

Event session reported contact methods for Other Teaching Activities:
  - Email
  - Coordinator, supervisor duties, or staff training
  - Phone calls
  - Program communications
  - Program observation
  - Program or curriculum development, grant writing, research

Event session reported participants: All participants for reported sessions where the reported contact method meets the criteria for Other Teaching Activities.

How the information will be cross-walked
Events with multiple contact methods will have multiple entries.

Teaching Activity Type: The teaching activity type will be determined by the contact method.
  - Email – Other
  - Coordinator, supervisor duties, or staff training – Mentoring of Faculty Teaching
  - Phone calls – Other
  - Program communications - Other
  - Program observation – Mentoring of Faculty Teaching
  - Program or curriculum development, grant writing, research – Curriculum Development or Other
A Input Form
This is an image from My Vita of the data entry screen from My Vita> Activities> Other Teaching Activities.

Start Semester: The Start Semester will be determined by the earliest session begin date reported with a matching contact method of the event.

End Semester: The End Semester will be determined by the latest session end date reported with a matching contact method that occurs on or before 12/31/2017. If there are, any sessions that occur after 12/31/2017 those sessions will be cross-walked in the next MY Vita crosswalk.

Teaching Activity Type*: The reported contact method will determine the Teaching Activity Type* uploaded.

   - Email – Other
   - Coordinator, supervisor duties, or staff training – Mentoring of Faculty Teaching
   - Phone calls – Other
   - Program communications - Other
   - Program observation – Mentoring of Faculty Teaching
   - Program or curriculum development, grant writing, research – Curriculum Development or Other

Description of Activity and Potential Significance: The Event description from Event Details will be uploaded to Description of Activity and Potential Significance. If event description is blank then the events linked program, program short description will be uploaded. If the linked program, program short description is blank then the events linked program, program description will be upload. From Event Sessions the Session Dates will be uploaded when the event has multiple sessions being uploaded. Following the Event Description and Session Dates the Media Contact Notes and or Short Term Learning Outcomes from Reporting will be uploaded.
Location: The distinct Event Counties from Event Sessions for all of the reported event sessions will be uploaded.

Number of Participants: The combined total of reported adults and youth for all reported event sessions will be uploaded.

Total Hours to Date: The reported sessions from Event Sessions, Session begin time and end time will be totaled together to calculate the Total Hours to Date. If the event sessions do not have a session begin time and end time entered then the event linked program contact hours will be uploaded to Total instruction hours.

**B Activity Classifications**

This is an image from My Vita of the data entry screen from My Vita> Activities> Other Teaching Activities.

![Activity Classifications](image)

Source of Data: The Source of Data will be myExtension or something similar.
Professional Development and Continuing Education (as a participant)
Crosswalk criteria from myExtension> ADMIN> ISEs> to My Vita> Activities> Service to Your Profession>
Professional Development and Continuing Education (as a participant)

ISEs: All ISEs in all ISE program areas.

ISE class dates to be cross-walked: 01/01/2017 – 12/31/2017

ISE attendance status: Attended

How the information will be cross-walked
ISEs with multiple sections will have multiple entries if faculty attended multiple sections.

A General Information
This is an image from My Vita of the data entry screen from My Vita> Activities> Service to Your Profession> Professional Development and Continuing Education (as a participant)

Start Semester: The Start Semester will be determined by the begin date of earliest date of the classes in the section being uploaded.

End Semester: The End Semester will be determined by the end date of the latest class of the section being uploaded. If there are, any sections that occur after 12/31/2017 those sections will be cross-walked in the next MY Vita crosswalk.

Title of Course*: Course title from ISE Details will be uploaded to Title of Course*.

Description: ISE Course description from ISE Details will be uploaded to Description.
Conference or Event Name: The Conference or Event Name will always be set to Extension ISE.

Location: The distinct Event Counties for the ISE Classes from ISE Classes will be uploaded to Location.

Contact Hours: The total combined participant hours for the ISE Classes for the uploaded section from ISE Classes will be uploaded to Contact Hours.

CE Hours or Credits Earned: at this time, we will not be uploading any data to this field.

Certificate Granted: At this time, this field will be set to no.

B Activity Classifications
This is an image from My Vita of the data entry screen from My Vita> Activities> Service to Your Profession> Professional Development and Continuing Education (as a participant)

Source of Data: Source of Data: The Source of Data will be myExtension or something similar.